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Abstract
Let R be a commutative ring. Manjunatha Prasad and Bhaskara Rao proved that every reg-
ular matrix over R can be completed to an invertible matrix of a particular size by bordering if
and only if every regular matrix over R has a rank factorization and if and only if every finitely
generated projective R-module is free. Here we consider the case in which the bordering has
no prescribed size and in which we take a rank factorization of a suitable extension of the
given regular matrix. For their prescribed size we discuss the existence of f 2 R such that
their borderings and their rank factorizations are true allowing f as a denominator. © 2000
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Let R be a commutative ring. Manjunatha Prasad and Bhaskara Rao proved in [6]
that every regular m n matrix of rank r over R can be completed to an invertible
.mC n− r/ .mC n− r/ matrix by bordering if and only if every regular matrix
over R has a rank factorization and if and only if every finitely generated projective
R-module is free. In this short note we consider the case in which the bordering and
the rank factorization have no prescribed size. The reader may find in [6] a thorough
discussion of the notion of bordering for matrices over an arbitrary commutative ring
R and in [1,6] the main properties of regular matrices and g-inverses. We just recall
that if A is a regular m n matrix of rank r , then a bordering of A is an invertible
.mC n− r/ .mC n− r/ matrix having A as its submatrix in the left corner.
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Definition 1.1. Let A be an m n matrix over R. Fix non-negative integers ; .
The elementary extension of A of type .; / is the .mC  C / .nC / matrix
A.; / with A in the left corner, the    identity matrix along the diagonal and
with 0 in the remaining places. An elementary extension ofA is a matrix A.; / for
some integers  and .
If A has rank r , then A.; / has rank r C . Furthermore, A is regular in the
sense of [6] (i.e. it has a g-inverse) if and only if A.; / is regular.
Let P be a finitely generated projective R-module. P is called stably free if there
exists an integer  > 0 such that P  R is free; if P  R is free, then P is called
stably free of type  [5, p. 23].
Proposition 1.2. Let A be a regular m n matrix of rank r and let AR V Rn ! Rm
the associated R-linear map. An elementary extension of A has a bordering if and
only if Im.AR/ is stably free or, equivalently, if and only if Ker.AR/ is stably free.
Furthermore, if Im.AR/ is stably free of type  and Ker.AR/ is stably free of type ,
then A.; / has a bordering.
Proof. SinceRnD Im.AR/Ker.AR/, Im.AR/ is stably free if and only if Ker.AR/
is stably free. Assume Im.AR/ stably free of type  and Ker.AR/ stably free of type
. We have Ker.A.; /R/ D Ker.AR/ R and Im.A.; /R/ D Im.AR/ R .
Hence Im.A.; /R/ and Ker.A.; /R/ are free. By [6, last two lines of Remark in
p. 253], A.; / has a rank factorization. Vice versa, if A.; / has a rank factoriz-
ation, Im.A.; /R/ and Ker.A.; /R/ are free [6, last two lines of Remark in p.
253]. Hence Ker.AR/ R and Im.AR/ R are free, as required. 
Definition 1.3. LetA be anm n regular matrix of rank r . A generalized bordering
ofA is an invertible square matrixM havingA in the left corner. The minimal integer
y such that there is such y  y matrixM will be called the bordering level of A.
Remark 1.4 (Due to Rao). If A is any m n matrix, then the .mC n/ .mC n/
matrix with TAImmU in the top part and TInn OnmU in the bottom part is invertible.
Hence everym n matrix A has a bordering of type .mC n/ .mC n/.
Now we consider the rank factorization of extensions of regular matrices.
Proposition 1.5. Let A be an m n regular matrix of rank r and AR V Rn ! Rm
the R-linear map associated to A. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The projective module Ker.AR/ is stably free, i.e. there is an integer t > 0 such
that Ker.AR/ Rt D R.n−rCt /;
(ii) The projective module Im.AR/ is stably free;
(iii) There exist non-negative integers a and b such that the extension A.a; b/ of the
matrix A has a rank factorization.
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Proof. The regularity of the map is equivalent to the fact that Ker.AR/ is a projective
R-module, i.e. to the splitting Rn D Ker.AR/ Im.AR/. Hence the regularity of
R is equivalent to the projectivity of Im.AR/ and the R-module Ker.AR/ is stably
free if and only if Im.AR/ is stably free. For all non-negative integers a and b we
have Im.A.a; b/R/ D Im.AR/ Rb and Ker.A.a; b/R/ D Ker.AR/ Ra . Hence,
as seen in the proof of Proposition 1.2, the lemma follows from [6, last two lines of
Remark in p. 253]. 
By Proposition 1.5 the obstruction to the rank factorization of some extension
of any regular matrix is measured by the Grothendieck group K0.R/. For the ele-
mentary properties of the Grothendieck group K0.R/, see [5, Chapter I, Section 6];
for more details, see [2]. Under certain assumptions on R we may give an expli-
cit upper bound (not depending on A but only on r; n;m and t) for the integers
a; b such that for every regular m n matrix A with rank.A/ D r and such that
Ker.AR/ Rt D R.n−rCt / the matrix A.a; b/ has a rank factorization.
Proposition 1.6. Fix integers m;n; r; t and d with t > 0, d > 0 and 0 < r 6
minfm;ng. Let A be an m n regular matrix of rank r such that Ker.AR/ Rt D
R.n−rCt /. Then A.t; n− r C t/ has a rank factorization.
Proof. Since A is regular of rank r , Im.AR/ is a rank r vector bundle over Spec.R/,
Ker.AR/ is a rank n− r vector bundle over Spec.R/ and we have Rn D Im.AR/
Ker.AR/. Hence R.nCt / D Im.AR/ R.n−rCt /. Hence we conclude as in the proof
of Proposition 1.5. 
Theorem 1.7. Let R be a commutative ring such that its maximal spectrum is a
Noetherian topological space of dimension d . Fix integers n;m and r with 0 < r 6
minfn;mg. Set a VD maxfd C 1C r − n; 0g and b VD maxfd C 1− r; 0g. Let A be
a regular m n matrix of rank r whose associated module Ker.AR/ is stably free.
Then A.a; b/ has a rank factorization.
Proof. If G is any projective module and s; f are integers with s > 0; f > d C 2
and G Rs D Rf , then G Rs−1 D Rf−1 [2, Corollary 3.5, p. 184]. Apply this
remark takingG D Im.AR/ and G D Ker.AR/ and then apply Proposition 1.6. 
Remark 1.8. If R is Noetherian and of Krull dimension d , then its maximal spec-
trum Spec.R/ is a Noetherian topological space of dimension at most d and hence
we may apply Proposition 1.6 to R. Sometimes Spec.R/ has dimension strictly less
than R. For instance for every semilocal ring R Spec.R/ is a Noetherian topological
space of dimension 0.
Let R be a commutative ring with unity. We will say that f 2 R, f non-zero
divisor, is a universal denominator (resp. a stable universal denominator) for R if
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for every finitely generated projective R-module P , the Rf -module P R Rf is a
free (resp. stably free) Rf -module. For any R and every finitely generated projective
R-module there is g 2 R, g not nilpotent, such that P R Rg is a free Rg-module; at
least if R is Noetherian we may find such g which is not a zero-divisor. Hence if R is
Noetherian and the group K0.R/ is finitely generated, then R has a stable universal
denominator. By [2, Theorem 2.7(a), p. 545], every Dedekind domain which is a
finite extension of Z has finitely generatedK0.R/, but K0.R/ is not trivial unless R
is a UFD. But here we may say more. Indeed in this case every rank y projective
module over R, y > 2, is isomorphic to L R.y−1/ with L 2 Pic.R/ [3, Section
10, Proposition 24]. Hence if f 2 R; f =D 0; is such that every line bundle over
Spec.R/ is trivial over Spec(Rf ), then f is a universal denominator for R.
Proposition 1.9. Let R be a commutative ring with unity which has a universal
denominator. Then every regularm n matrix with rank r over R has a rank factor-
ization over Rf and a bordering of order .mC n− r/ .mC n− r/ over Rf .
Proof. LetA be anm n regular matrix with rank r overR. For every commutative
ring R0 equipped with a unitary homomorphism R! R0, let AR0 V R0n ! R0m be
the homomorphism of R0-modules induced by the matrix A. By [6, last two lines of
Remark in p. 253], A has a bordering over R0 if and only if Ker.AR0/ and Im.AR0/
are freeR0-modules. Since A is regular, for every such R0 Im.AR0/ and Ker.AR0/ are
projective R0-modules. Taking R0 VD Rf , we obtain the statement about bordering.
Since the g-inverse of A is defined over R, the statement concerning the rank fac-
torization of A follows from the proof of the implication .i/) .ii/ of [6, Theorem
4]. 
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